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Uttarkhand a land often referred to as the land of Gods is well known for its magnificent temples
decorated in it. It is one of the prominent tourist centers of India located in the northern part of the
country. The place is well noted to be the most spiritual and auspicious places of pilgrimage and
worship. The place is also sought after by tourist for its natural beauty and wealth of the Himalayas,
the Bhabhar and the Terai. The state is one of the best sites for vacation relish.

Dehradun is the largest city which serves at present as the capital of the region. The small hamlet of
Gairsain has been mooted as the future capital owing for its geographic centrality but due to its
controversies and lack of resources have led Dehradun to be the provisional capital but still it
remain attractive and important in the tourist attractions. Recently the handloom and handicrafts
have developed and capitalise by the state which have made the burgeoning tourist trade as well as
tax incentives to lure high-tech industry increases. Uttarkhand is also well known as the birthplace of
the famous Chipko environmental movement. Thus it is one of the tourist fantasy sites of India.  

As the state lies on the southern slope of the Himalayan range, the climate and vegetations greatly
vary according to elevations. The elevation ranging from glaciers at the highest elevations to
subtropical forest at the lower elevations possess different characteristic attractions favoring
Uttarkhand tourism to flourish.

The Himalayan ecosystem plays an important role in preserving various species of animals and
plants. Some of the rare animals found in this site include bharal, snow leopards, leopards and
tigers in many of the Himalayan forest. The montane grasslands and shrub lands in the western
Himalayan alpine shrub and meadows grows different species of plants. Most of the lowland forests
of the Bhabhar belt are set apart for cultivation purpose. Thus enrich by nature blessings most of the
Indian National Parks such as Jim Corbett National Park which is known to be the oldest national
park of India and other striking national parks are located mostly in this state. The Valley of Flower
National Park and Nanda Devi National Park in Chamoli district are some of the well noted
UNESCO World Heritage Sites mostly visited by tourist travelers in Dehradun. 

Mussoorie

Mussoorie is one of the most beautiful charming hill stations of India located 34 km from Dehradun.
This stunning hill station is popularly known to be the queen of the hills for its awesome natural
beauty of the surrounding landscape quite alluring and attractive. It is an ideal place to escape for
relaxing holiday experience. The place provides excellent respite to the summer escapers and
nature seekers. Most of the people of the country, the local and tourist come for weekend trip to
enjoy the breathtaking mesmerizing atmosphere of cool and peaceful ambience of it. Thus
Mussoorie hill station packages are quite popular and hunted by tourist even worldwide.

If you are searching for the best place to relish your weekend holiday, do not forget this nature
bestowed land of Gods that is Dehradun the unbeatable natural world.
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Mahi Manral is an eminent analyst and writer in Travel & Tours related topics. He has authored
many books on a Mussoorie Hill Station Packages and a Rishikesh Haridwar Tour Package. Find
more information at a http://www.uttarakhandtour.org/.
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